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This paper has three objectives.  Firstly it describes the historical development of Distributed Interactive Applications.  It 
then defines network latency.  Finally it describes a new approach to masking network latency in Distributed Interactive 
Applications called the strategy model approach.  This approach derives from the on-going PhD studies of one of the authors. 
A software application to gather strategy data from users is described in detail and an example of deriving a user strategy is 
given. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Human interaction with computers has evolved from batch processing using Hollerith cards to virtual reality systems in 
which the user can be fully immersed.  The origins of virtual reality technology can be traced back to vehicle simulation 
research in the 1920si and since then, virtual environments have spread to areas such as military simulations, cooperative 
whiteboards and architectural design.  The first distributed software virtual environment was SIMNET, a United States 
research program initiated in 1983 to train soldiers in battlefield tacticsii.  Since then numerous distributed virtual worlds and 
applications have been documentediii iv.  We refer to these systems as Distributed Interactive Applications (DIAs).  They are 
networked software environments that usually model a real environment to facilitate communicative, cooperative and 
collaborative tasks involving numerous simultaneous participantsv. 
This paper provides a historical context to the development of DIAs, focusing on the development of standards within the 
military domain and on the development of research virtual environments in academia.  It then describes the network latency 
phenomenon and presents a new approach to masking latency called strategy modeling.  A novel software tool for collecting 
actual data from users is described and an example is given of how this data can be analyzed to derive a user strategy.  This 
work is based on one of the authors PhD research. 
The paper is structured as follows: the following section provides the historical background.  Latency is defined in section 
3.  In section 4 the strategy approach to masking latency is presented and the software tool for collecting user strategy data is 
described in section 5.  Section 6 contains an illustrative example.  The paper ends with a concluding discussion. 
2. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
In this section we will give a succinct summary of the development of DIAs within the military and academic domains.  
Distributed applications have their origins in United States military research in the early 1980s and since the early 1990s many 
academic institutions have developed research groups, often with the participation of industry or government agencies.  
Running in parallel with both the military and academic research has been research into networked games, beginning with a 
program called Flight in 1984.  Interested readers are referred to Singhal and Zydavi, McCoyvii and Smedviii. 
FROM MILITARY RESEARCH TO INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS 
Research into military DIAs has been almost exclusively American-basedix.  The US department of defense refers to 
military DIAs as Advanced Distributed Simulations (ADS)x and xi.  ADS aims to support three different types of simulation: 
 live: involving people interfacing with real equipment.  This equipment (hardware) is itself linked into the simulation 
environment.  Such live participants are also referred to as Man-In-The-Loop (MITL) or Hardware-In-The-Loop (HITL); 
 virtual: involving people interacting with simulated equipment.  The simulated equipment is often referred to as a 
simulator; 
 constructive: entirely computer generated simulation i.e. simulated people operating in a simulated environment.  The 
term Semi-Automated Forces (SAF) is frequently used to describe this type of simulation. 
 
The evolution of ADS can be described in terms of the evolution of simulation architectures that define the standards and 
protocols for interoperability between participating simulations.  We will look at the evolution of these architectures as they 
are illustrated in Figure 1. 
 
Simulator Networking 
(SIMNET – from 1983) 
Aggregate Level Simulation 
Protocol (ALSP – from 1989) 
Distributed Interactive 
Simulation 
(DIS - 1980s – 1996) 
High Level Architecture 
(HLA – 1996 – current) 
Figure 1: Evolution of architectures 
SIMNET 
SIMulation NETwork (SIMNET) was a US Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) funded programme, 
which ran from 1983 until 1990 and resulted in the SIMNET protocol, an informal protocol developed by Bolt, Beranek and 
Newman (BBN).  The SIMNET project aimed to provide a simulation environment suitable for tactical training of tank crews.  
The significant contribution of the SIMNET programme was to raise the importance of team training, and the use of 
simulation technology to support such training. The resulting network of tank simulators facilitated regular and intensive 
practice in combat skills.  In addition, this also provided an environment capable of evaluating new and emerging tactics, 
doctrines and weapons systems. Many of the eventual 250 SIMNET simulators remain in operation with the US Army. 
ALSP 
Interoperability issues with other simulators were not a key concern for SIMNET, since the SIMNET simulators were 
specially developed and used a common set of protocols to exchange information.  This was not, however, the case in other 
areas where the US Department of Defence (DoD) wanted to use such technology.  In 1990 DARPA sponsored MITRExii to 
investigate the design of a general protocol to support interoperability of existing aggregate-level constructive combat 
simulations.  The term aggregate refers to the ability of a simulation to represent groups of entities (e.g. squadron) while 
preserving the capabilities of the composite entities making up the aggregate.  The resulting protocol became known as 
Aggregate Level Simulation Protocol (ALSP).  The ALSP project recognized that different branches within the military had 
already invested in development of their own combat simulations.  Increasingly, given the experiences of SIMNET, it was 
seen as beneficial to allow these disparate simulations to interoperate in ways never intended - ideally without having to totally 
redevelop them.  
DIS 
Features of both SIMNET and ALSP projects contributed to the subsequent development of the Distributed Interactive 
Simulation (DIS) protocol as IEEE std. 1278.1-1995.  The DIS protocol is a “government/industry initiative to define an 
infrastructure for linking simulations of various types at multiple locations to create realistic, complex, virtual worlds for the 
simulation of highly interactive activities.”xiii  The DIS standard defines the standard data messages that are exchanged 
between simulation applications.  It only supports messages for certain domains, although it can be extended to include new 
domains.  Sample domains are radio communications, warfare and entity information/interaction.  Data messages are known 
as Protocol Data Units (PDU) and this is an application layer protocol.  The most important PDU in the DIS standard is the 
Entity State Protocol Data Unit (ESPDU).  This contains information regarding the entity state (type, position, velocity, visual 
appearance, capabilities etc) and accounts for 96% of DIS network traffic.  The architecture is fully replicated with no central 
control of the simulation exercise.  This means that without a data reduction scheme, a simulation involving 100,000 players 
would require 375Mbits/s of network bandwidth to each participating nodexiv.  The DIS standard therefore defines the Dead 
Reckoning concept for reducing network traffic.  Despite this the DIS protocol suffers from scalability issues. 
HLA 
In 1991 the US DoD formed the DMSO (Defense, Modeling and Simulation Office) to consolidate the efforts in ADS 
development.  The cornerstone of DMSO efforts is the High Level Architecture (HLA)xv.  The HLA learned lessons from its 
predecessors and moved away from defining the format of data interchange.  The focus moved from specifying 
communication content (the DIS approach) to the communication mechanism.  In 1998 the HLA was adopted as an 
international standard by the Object Management Group (OMG), and was subsequently accepted and defined in IEEE std. 
1516-2000.  It is based on the premise that no one simulation can satisfy all uses and users.  In HLA terms an individual 
simulation is referred to as a federate.  A group of federates that intend to interoperate with one another form a federation.  
This terminology was introduced to avoid excessive use of the term simulation, where it would be unclear whether a 
simulation refers to the individual or the whole. 
The HLA has two stated goals: 
(1) to achieve interoperability of a broader range of types of simulations than previous ADS achieved; 
(2) to maximize the reuse of existing code and architecture framework. 
 
The HLA is defined by three components: (a) an Interface Specification to define federate interoperability, (b) a set of 
rules to govern federate interaction and (c) an Object Model Template.  
SISO 
As with its DIS predecessor, the HLA was initially intended for use within the US military.  There was, however, 
increasing awareness that the HLA was applicable to problems in the wider simulation community, both outside of the US and 
outside of the defence community.  Since 1996 the Simulation Interoperability Standards Organization (SISO)xvi has been at 
the fore in reporting ADS developments.  SISO provides a focus for all groups with an interest in ADS developments.  The 
SISO currently has 1176 official members representing over 400 organizations covering broad representation (approximately 
51% commercial, 41% government/military and 8% academia). The members represent 12 countries including Canada, 
France, Germany, Ghana, Israel, Japan, Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom and the USA.  A good summary of 
standards in collaborative virtual environments is given by Pullen et alxvii. 
ACADEMIC DISTRIBUTED INTERACTIVE APPLICATIONS 
Academic research into DIAs originated with the NPSNET in 1990.  To review all subsequent academic DIAs would be a 
daunting task.  Instead we will describe the origins and development of the NPSNET, and then focus on a number of more 
recent DIAs.  Some important academic DIAs upon which all subsequent DIAs are constructed include MASSIVExviii and xix 
(University of Nottingham), PaRADISExx (Stanford University), DIVExxi (Swedish Institute of Computer Science) and 
SPLINExxii (Mitsubishi Electric Research Laboratories).  These have been extensively documented elsewhere and interested 
readers are referred to the relevant references. 
NPSNET 
The origins of this system date back to a missile virtual environment called FOG-M developed at the Navy Postgraduate 
School (NPS)  in 1986.  This was networked with a target vehicle simulator called VEH and developed into the Moving 
Platform Simulator (MPS).  This then grew into NPSNET-1 in 1990, leading to NPSNET-IVxxiii in 1993 and subsequently 
developed into NPSNET-V component frameworkxxiv in 2000.  NPSNET-V is a platform for student development and a test 
bed for advanced virtual environment research.  It is a Javaxxv component-based architecture that is extensible, allows dynamic 
extensibility (runtime replacement of any part of the application), is scalable, provides for cross-version compatibility and 
allows persistent storage.  It has built upon aspects of other architectures such as Bamboo, CORBA, GNU/MAVERIK, Deva, 
JADE (Java Adaptive Dynamic Environment), ERCSP (Extensible Runtime Containment and Services Protocol) and 
JavaBeans.  NPSNET-V allows the construction of applications as component hierarchies rooted in an invariant microkernel.  
Components communicate with each other through an interface layer and event model. 
ATLAS 
This Java/C++-based scalable network framework for DIAs was developed at the Information and Communications 
University in Koreaxxvi.  To improve scalability the authors identify four core issues: (1) communication architecture – peer-
to-peer vs. peer-to-server model, (2) Interest Management – relevance filtering and area-of-interest managementxxvii (3) 
Concurrency Control – replication means that replicas must be synchronized to avoid an inconsistent virtual world and (4) 
Data Replication – a central server maintains the actual virtual world and clients replicate all or part of this worldxxviii.  
ATLAS has two main components – a Server and a Peer component.  The Server Component consists of four managers: 
session, region, event and communication managers.  Likewise the Peer consists of the same four managers together with the 
client application.  ATLAS provides no graphics or UI support but it has a veneer layer that allows it to integrate successfully 
with other virtual environments.  It has been integrated with systems such as the single user virtual reality system Kitten for a 
collaborative engineering application and Virtual Playground. 
MOVE 
This is a 3D collaborative environment built upon a component groupware framework called ANTS, which provides 
collaborative services.  It is being developed by the universities of Rovira i Virgili and Murcia in Spain as part of the 
Catalonian Internet2 projectxxix.  Users can interact with other users or with other entities such as documents, whiteboards or 
voting tools.  MOVE has been developed using open technologies such as Java, the Virtual Reality Modeling Language 
(VRML)xxx, and the H-Anim avatar standard specificationxxxi.  MOVE aims to be scalable, component-based and record all 
avatar behaviour while in the virtual world.  To tackle these problems it uses the standard JavaBeans specification as the 
component model and defines an event monitoring/handling system to facilitate the collection and retrieval of behavioral data. 
SCORE 
This DIA was developed at the L’Universite de Nice-Sophia Antipolis, France.  The virtual world is divided into cells, 
each of which has a multicast group.  Each user avatar has a square area of interest and subscribes to the multicast groups that 
its area of interest intersects.  The cell size can be static or dynamic.  The dynamic cell size can be calculated based on 
parameters such as avatar spatial density or available multicast addresses.  The cells may also be of different size, allowing a 
fine grid where avatar spatial density is highxxxii. 
 
Having reviewed the historical foundations of DIAs, the next section will describe an inherent network phenomenon 
called latency which is the fundamental technical limitation associated with all DIAs. 
3. NETWORK LATENCY 
There are several potential delays in a distributed system, including tracking delay, computation delay, graphics rendering 
delay, synchronization delay, communication delay and display delayxxxiii.  One of the limiting factors to deploying interactive 
applications with possibly unrestrained geographical distribution is the communication delay associated with the 
interconnecting network.  Information takes a finite, unpredictable length of time to reach each user because of the 
heterogeneous nature of the intervening networks.  This inherent time delay is called latency or lag.  Latency is the time it 
takes for a packet of information to travel from an application on one computer to an application on another computer across a 
network.   Munkixxxiv provides a formula for calculating latency as follows: 
 
Latency = time per bit * number of bits + overhead (routing etc) 
 
Some typical latency values for different network technologies are shown in Table 1. 
 
Network Travel time Time per data unit 
Ethernet LAN  0-3 ms Insignificant 
Modem to modem  ~ 100 ms ~ 1 ms/byte 
Analogue modems ~ 200 ms ~ 2ms/byte 
ISDN to ISDN  ~ 10 ms ~ 0.5ms/byte 
Internet  up to seconds highly variable 
Table 1: Some typical latency values 
 
Acceptable latency values for DIS applications are defined by the Communications Architecture for Distributed 
Interactive Simulation (CADIS).  These are illustrated in Figure 2 for an ISO protocol stack modelxxxv.  The latency 
experienced by the end user is the application-to-application delay. 
 
 
 
Latency is an inherent network characteristic.  The information travelling between two networked computers connected 
via fibre optic cable travels at about two-thirds the speed of light in a vacuum.  Based on this, Cheshirexxxvi gives some 
minimum theoretical latency values as a function of distance.  A rule of thumb is that round-trip latency is 1ms per 100km.  
For example, a minimum round-trip latency of 220ms is experienced in communicating with someone on the far side of the 
planet (a distance of about 22,000km). 
Latency is particularly troublesome in interactive applications where the network delays are comparable to the interaction 
timexxxvii.  Typical latency values to allow real-time distributed collaboration fluctuate between 40 and 300msxxxviii.  A good 
benchmark value is a one-way latency value of 100ms. 
Latency can be reduced by physically increasing the available bandwidth.  Alternatively, making more efficient use of 
existing bandwidth can reduce latency.  Much research to date has focused on latency masking algorithms that reduce the 
number of network packets transmitted, creating the illusion of interactivity and ensuring a consistent worldview for all 
participants.  Examples include client-prediction contracts (e.g. dead reckoningxxxix), relevance filteringxl, packet 
bundling/data compressionxli, multi-resolution techniquesxlii and time managementxliiiandxliv.  There are other ways of reducing 
latency effects including choice of transmission protocolxlv, network architecturexlviandxlvii and Quality
xlviiiandxlix
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packets being transmitted between participants and in so doing mask network latency. 
 
In the next section we describe a novel client-prediction approach that the authors have developed to red
A new and innovative approach to masking network latency is being developed by the authors. The f
RMINOLOGY 
A goal is the aim or objective a person has in moving through an environment.  For example, the goal might be to go from 
point A to point B.  In achieving a goal a person can adopt a number of strategies, so that any one strategy is an expression of 
the goal.  Strategies can be either steady-state or transient.  A steady-state strategy is a user-preferre
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The idea underlying the hunt for strategies is to train a system to expect certain strategies based on past user behavior or 
based on expected user behavior.  Each strategy comprises one or more trajectories – a set of trajectories can be associated 
with any strategy.  A trajectory is a particular expression of a strategy.  Multiplicity can refer to either strategies or goals.  
Strategy Multiplicity Index (SMI) refers to the number of goals a strategy leads to.  Goal Multiplicity Index (GMI) refers to the 
number of steady-state strategies that lead to the goal.  This terminology is illustrated in Figure3.  In this paper we present 
results for a GMI of 1. 
THE STRATEGY MODEL EXPLAINED 
A user in a virtual environment constructs a mental model of the ‘physical’ structure of the environment as a function of 
the time spent in the environment.  To achieve a goal within the environment the user adopts one of possibly many potential 
strategies in attempting to reach the desired goal.  For example a user will enter a room with the goal of walking to the nearest 
window.  How the user gets there (the strategy adopted) will depend on furniture in the room, whether the user can see the 
window from the starting position and so on. 
The strategy model approach relies on the creation of a library of possible strategies based on the structure of the virtual 
environment or on previous user behavior.  The behavior of each user is observed to determine which of the existing library 
strategies best fits the observations.  All users of the DIA share the same strategy library.  As a result, users only need to 
communicate their adopted strategy to other users across the network.  This results in a decrease in network traffic, as users do 
not have to update their positions continuously.  Instead they only send an update packet when they change strategy.  The 
strategy approach is used in conjunction with the dead reckoning approach as explained by Delaney et all. 
The strategy model approach relies on being able to identify user strategies and goals.  There are a number of issues to be 
dealt with: 
 how to determine the possible steady-state strategies given the environment.  If there is only one possible strategy, 
the problem is relatively straightforward.  If there are many potential strategies, the problem then becomes that of 
parameterising each strategy and choosing the statistically most probable one; 
 once a strategy has been chosen the length of time over which the strategy is valid must be estimated; 
 the user’s goal must be determined. 
 
The first step in researching the validity of this new approach is to establish a strategy library based on the environment of 
the virtual world.  In the next section the authors describe a software tool that allows them to record data from users navigating 
under controlled conditions in a virtual environment to illustrate the principle of the strategy approach..  From this, the 
possible steady-state strategies can be determined and a strategy library constructed.   
5. STRATEGY SOFTWARE TOOL 
The strategy software tool is a game-like Java application that allows the construction of a virtual environment within 
which users can navigate.  All user actions are recorded for analysis.  The software tool is called ‘Universe Mapper’ and will 
be described in the following paragraphs. 
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Figure 3:  Terminology – S1 to S11 are strategies;G1 to G9 are goals; T1 is a sample trajectory; GMI is the Goal 
Multiplicity Index – how many strategies reach that goal; SMI = Strategy Multiplicity Index – how many goals this 
strategy lead to. 
THE GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE (GUI) 
 
Figure 4: The Graphical User Interface of the program showing obstacles (in 
black), the drop down menu options and a sample user trajectory with the goal icon. 
 
The software GUI is illustrated in Figure 4.  The main options are illustrated as icons at the bottom of the screen and 
include Name (to input a user name), Load (to load a new environment) Go (to reset the program to an initial state), Save (to 
save all user movement data), Help (Hypertext document) and Exit.  Users navigate a spacecraft using the arrow keys and their 
objective is to reach and move into the icon representing the goal.  Areas presented in black are no-go areas through which 
users cannot pass.  The spacecraft leaves a limited yellow trail in its wake so that users know where they have been over the 
recent past. 
 
Some other options are included as menu items and allow the environmental parameters to be varied as well as allowing a 
new maze to be created.  These will be explained further in the following paragraph. 
THE SOFTWARE FEATURES 
The software has a number of functional features that are not apparent to the users of the system.  These are listed and 
described in Table 2. 
 
 
 
Functional Feature Description 
Maze Construction A Maze can be constructed using the mouse and saved to file.  Start and end point 
locations can be set.  This allows the construction of different mazes with different 
goals and different strategies.  This feature is illustrated in Figure 5. 
Limited Viewing Area The user view of the maze environment is restricted to a region surrounding their 
current position.  This region can be circular (as shown in Figure 6), square or 
conical.  The size of this area can also be adjusted. 
Best Scores List To maintain user interest a best scores list based on the time to reach the goal is 
saved to persistent storage.  This acts as an incentive to optimize the strategy 
adopted by users in reaching the goal. 
Test Mode A test mode is provided which allows users the opportunity to experience the 
dynamics of the spacecraft. 
Time Allowed The maximum time allowed by a user to reach the goal can be set manually.  This is 
necessary because different environments with different goals will necessitate 
different strategies and hence different times to reach the goal.  When the maximum 
time is exceeded the application halts and data must be saved to file. 
Table 2: Universe Mapper Functional Features 
 
 
 
    
 Figure 5: The ‘Create Maze’ option.  A maze can be 
constructed, the start and goal points set and the 
information saved to file. 
Figure 6: The user entity and the limited visible area 
surrounding the entity  
 
 
THE SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE 
The software was written using the Java programming language.  Java was chosen so that the application can be executed 
over the World Wide Web as an applet.  The code structure is object-oriented and the classes, together with their principle 
relationships and methods, are shown in the UML diagram, Figure 7.  The Frame classes (UniverseFrame and 
CreateMazeFrame) extend the JFrame class and the Panel classes (UniversePanel and CreateMazePanel) extend the JPanel 
class.  All drawings are performed in the panels and the panel is contained within the frames.  The frames control user input 
and menus. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
UniverseMaze 
 
6. AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 
User strategies within an environment were constructed using real data collected by means of the Universe Mapper 
software application.  The example presented is based on the scenario of a single steady-state strategy and a single goal.  The 
maze was designed so that the user had only one possible steady-state strategy to achieve the goal.  This also means that both 
the steady-state user strategy and the user goal are known apriori. 
DATA RECORDING 
The software tool records user trajectories based on an experimental protocol described in Appendix A.  Trajectories were 
recorded from 15 participants.  The number of trajectory data files recorded for each participant varied because they 
converged to a steady-state strategy after fewer attempts.   This can be expressed as follows:  
 
 1nn tt TT  
where 
tn is the nth trajectory associated with a strategy; 
T is the time taken to reach the goal; 
n is the trajectory index for a single strategy; 
 is an acceptable scalar error tolerance value. 
 
All trajectories were analyzed using Matlabli to determine both transient and steady-state strategies.  The maze chosen for 
the experiment is shown in Figure 4 and it suggests only one obvious steady-state strategy.  The goal is static and consisted of 
reaching a particular location in the shortest time possible.  Given such a goal, it is to be expected that after an initial transient 
strategy, the user will settle down to a steady-state strategy. 
Figure 7: UML class diagram for the Universe Mapper 
UniversePanel UniverseStart UniverseFrame 
 
CreateMazeFrame 
 
XYDynamics 
 getXYPosition() 
setXYPosition() 
 actionPerformed() 
goAnimation() 
calculateDynamics() 
processKeys() 
updateXY() 
paintComponent() 
savePositionData() 
 saveMaze() 
loadMaze() 
isInsideMaze() 
EnterString 
 getInputString() 
setInputString() UniverseMaze 
UniverseHelpFrame MazeBestScores 
 saveMaze() actionPerformed() 
loadMaze() 
isInsideMaze() 
CreateMazePanel 
 getStartPosition() 
getEndPosition() 
paintComponent() 
storePolygons() 
deletePolygon() 
 addNewScore() 
saveBestScores() 
openBestScores() 
 getThePage() 
DATA ANALYSIS  
As a preliminary analysis the time taken to achieve the goal as a function of the number of attempts taken was plotted.  
This is illustrated in Figure 8.  In general the time taken to achieve the goal decreased with the number of attempts.  One user 
failed to improve and was very erratic, achieving the goal on one occasion and then being unable to decrease the time any 
further.  These plots support the current hypothesis regarding novel user behavior in virtual environmentslii. 
 
Goal User with erratic 
behavior – showing no 
improvement after 
several attempts 
A second plot (Figure 9) consists of the trajectories recorded for all the participants.  The obstacles representing the 
maze are superimposed on the plot.  From this plot it is clear that certain areas are traversed more frequently than others.  In 
order to understand this more clearly the plot was broken into two parts – (1) Figure 10 shows the transient trajectories (those 
that failed to reached the goal in the allowed time) and (2) Figure 11 shows the steady-state trajectories (those that reached the 
goal in the time allowed). 
 
From observation of Figures 9 to 11 we note the following: 
 
1. there is a predominant strategy adopted to achieve the goal.  The steady-state trajectories converge to a single 
recognizable steady-state strategy; 
2. transient trajectories are not totally random and transient strategies can be identified.  For example there is evidence of 
sweeping back and forth / up and down over the maze area; some users follow the maze boundaries to maintain a static 
reference and become familiar with the environment; users almost always turn into gaps instead of continuing in a 
straight line; open space are avoided; 
3. when the goal was achieved once, the trend of the steady-state trajectories was the same in all cases. 
 
 
Figure 10: Spatial plot of all user trajectories that failed 
to reach the goal 
Figure 11: Plot of trajectories that reached goal via a 
steady-state strategy 
Figure 9: Spatial plot of all user trajectories recorded 
Start 
Figure 8: Plot of Time Taken to achieve goal as a 
function of the number of attempts made 
The steady-state strategy can be derived from the steady-state trajectories shown in Figure 11.  For illustrative purposes 
we derive a model of the steady-state strategy using polynomials of degrees 3, 5 and 7.  Other models will be explored in 
future work.  The steady-state trajectories together with the fitted polynomials are shown in Figure 12.  The arithmetic average 
of the trajectories is also shown.  The coefficients of the polynomials are listed in Table 3. 
 
Polynomial 
Degree 
Coefficients of Polynomials 
3  0.0000, -0.0224, 8.7912, -976.3743 
5 -0.0000, 0.0000, -0.0006, 0.1781, -18.1966, 260. 
7 -0.0000, 0.0000, -0.0000, 0.0000, -0.0000, 0.0006, -0.0774, 3.8862 
Table 3: Parameters for various polynomial fits to trajectory data 
 
 
Polynomial Degree 3 
Polynomial Degree 7 
Arithmetic Average 
Polynomial Degree 5 
Figure 12: Plot of steady state user trajectories with the average trajectory and 
polynomial fits of degree 3, 5 and 7 superimposed. 
 
7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
In this paper we have presented a unique historical perspective on the development of DIAs within the military and 
academic domains, noting also that research into networked games has made a significant contribution to the current state-of-
the-art.  We have defined latency and described a new approach to masking latency based on user strategy models.  The details 
of a game-like application were presented.  The tool offers a unique psychological window into strategies people adopt when 
confronted by an unknown maze environment with visibility restrictions. 
Terminology associated with strategies, goals and trajectories was introduced.  An illustrative example based on a single 
strategy and single goal was presented. 
 
This paper is based on the PhD work of one of the authors.  The next step in the research is to extend the data collection 
and analysis to goals with goal multiplicity index of 2 or more (two strategies that lead to the same goal).  New methods of 
modeling the data will also be investigated.  In addition research will focus on developing a protocol for efficient 
dissemination of user strategy information. 
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APPENDIX A 
Universe Movement Mapper 
Experimental Protocol for Data recording 
 
Explanation of game given to each participant: 
 You are being asked to navigate a spacecraft through a maze from a given starting point.   There is one target in the 
maze – (see icon below).  Navigation is achieved by pressing the arrow keys. The arrow keys have the following functionality: 
 
Move forward (keep pressed to 
accelerate to max velocity) 
 
 
 
 
 Target Icon Rotate anti 
clockwise 
Rotate 
clockwise   
The maze is bounded by the blue rectangle delimiting the screen area.   The maze layout, the 
starting position and the location of the target remain invariant.   As you move about a short yellow 
trail illustrates the last few seconds of movement.   The objective of the game is to reach the target in 
the shortest time possible and get your name on the Best Scores list.   You may play the game as many 
times as you wish.   Between each attempt the data will be saved to file.   Between goes click the ‘GO’ 
button. 
 
 You will be given ONE trial run to test the dynamics of the spacecraft. 
********* 
 
 
Name:  Age: 
 
Today's Date:  
 
Male             or Female                Right handed             or  left handed 
 
Do you play games?  (Never)   (Often) 
 0    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 
 
How many other times have you used this Universe Mapper program?  
 
      Time Allowed (s) Maze Name Saved Files 
Circle 10 50 100 150 200    
Square 10 50 100 150 200    
Cone 10 50 100 150 200    
 
 
Comments: 
 
 
 
 
 
